
Goon Nure, 1205 Bengworden Road
"ASHLEY DOWNS"

This stunning 4th generation family farm is on the market for the very first time.
Sitting on a productive 496 acres with 5 titles it is currently being run as a stud
sheep farm. The house is an impressive new home built by Colmac Homes of 5
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 2 spacious living areas which runs on solar power with
battery back up and gas cooking. Be impressed by the barn doors throughout
this country home or sit by the double sided fireplace that is surrounded by a
custom stone wall. Enjoy the fireplace in the undercover outdoor living space
overlooking the magnificent property. This farm boasts an exceptional water
resource set up, with a 100mg water licence for irrigation and 2 large pivots. A
380m centre pivot covers 160 acres and is run by a cat diesel motor. The other
pivot is moveable and can irrigate a total of 200 acres. The fencing has been
done to cater for the pivots with laneways and easy access to move stock
and/or pivots. 12 paddocks, 5 dams, undercover stock yards with loading ramp
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and easy access for b double truck. This is a once in a lifetime opportunity to
secure an exceptional farm.
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